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SCIENCE EXHIBITION

The ward level science exhibition was held from 12-14th
December 2018 at Su Vidyalaya.
The theme for this year was "Scienti ic solutions for challenge in
daily life"The exhibits/displays were of a high standard and greatly
appreciated by the judges and visitors.
Our school won the 3rd prize for our innovative solution to Carbon
emission- converting carbon to Ink for printers and Ink.
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S. E. International School, Borivali west celebrated its Annual Day – 2018-19

titled “Utthan- A celebration” with vibrancy and life being propelled into

magni icent and reverberating celebrations at Prabhodhan Thackerey on

21st December. Mr. and Mrs. Bhagwandas Desai were the Chief Guest for the

event. Entailing the formal welcome , the progressive annual year and

memory lane were reminisced by the Principal and Director.

The programme was an amalgamation of various hues be itting the theme

wondrously. The morning commenced with a scintillating invocation Dance-

Shiv Tandaava. The Pre primary theme ' Jay Jawaan Jay kisaan' was to honour

and gratify our farmers and soldiers .

The primary and secondary theme was on the Generation gap between

kids today and parents. How each one is perceived and inally they have

found a middle ground was humourously compered by Tanvi miss and

Anjal miss. Theme based dances- Bollywood, Western and Fusion captivated

the guests. The props and costumes added colour to the festive occasion

with the synchronized dance movement to the foot tapping music.
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The most riveting performance which drew

an unceasing applause was the skit by

Primary section- Red house “Mujhe to

padhna nahi aata'’. A walk of fame, added great

é lan, as enthusiastic staﬀ and management at
S E walked the ramp with grace and poise.

This was to let the parents know, we are here

because of you and for you.

An astounding visual treat enthralled every

spectator present.

It was evident that the students have smartly

carved a niche for themselves.

The Vote of thanks was proposed and the

programme culminated with the

National Anthem and school anthem
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